CyXcel
A pro-active 360° approach to asset security, data protection and privacy – with an
emphasis on cyber resilience, incident planning and response.

Get fit to tackle cyber threats
Every organisation will experience a cyber incident, often more
than once. They key is not to panic. Instead get fit to tackle
cyber threats heads on.
	Through CyXcel you’ll dramatically improve your ability to
anticipate and reduce cyber threats, whilst enhancing your
capability to repel them

	For those threats you can’t withstand, CyXcel is there to help you
contain, neutralise and recover - fast
	CyXcel offers peace of mind for organisations caught short with
no cyber plans in place.
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What you really need to know
Cyber presents a unique challenge for organisations and it's more
important than ever that an effective enterprise-level approach to
resilience is high on C-suite and Board agendas.
Your organisation needs to be able to not just withstand a potential cyber
event, but also recover from one swiftly and continue to prosper. In reality
though, few organisations can fully absorb all the costs and wider impact
of an unplanned and unstructured response to a cyber event, even with
the benefit of insurance.

	For all your asset security, data protection and privacy needs
Global reach – 24/7/365 service.

Cyber attacks now rank as the top business
concern in the world’s biggest economies Europe, North America and East Asia/the Pacific
Cyber crime is a flourishing economy generating
a staggering £1.2 trillion in revenues every year
Cyber is now the 2nd most reported crime globally

Under GDPR, the ICO has the power to impose a
fine of up to £17.5 million or 4% of global turnover,
whichever is the greater

Business crime is up 63% due to computer
misuse and malware

£3 million is the average cost to a business
for a data breach.

Over 90% of data breaches are caused by theft.

About CyXcel
 A Weightmans-led product which brings together a unique team
with the diverse skills, experience and international reach you can
depend upon to transform your organisation’s cyber resilience.
 A one-stop shop, ready to deploy at a moment’s notice, giving
you access to international experts in law and regulation, IT
security and forensics, through to breach notification, ransom
negotiation threat intelligence and neutralisation and public
relations.
 A lawyer-led product, giving you the assurance of confidentiality
through the protection of legal privilege.

So what’s your approach?
Are you prepared?
	Does your organisation truly understand and
prioritise cyber resilience?
	Are you equipped to handle the dynamic
interdependencies between technology, processes
and people and how they relate to your assets?
	Have you protected your infrastructure, assets and
reputation, as well as the interests of your customers,
staff, owners and other stakeholders?
	Is cyber resilience part of your brand loyalty and
reputation management strategy?
	Have you considered the extent to which your
personal assets may be at risk via your organisation’s
activities?

CyXcel – your one-stop shop
Our CyXcel team is dedicated to improving your
organisation’s cyber resilience as efficiently and smoothly as
possible. We’re one team, bringing diverse expertise that is
delivered collaboratively. The specific CyXcel team we deploy
for each client’s needs is determined by the scope, nature and
location of the required service components.
Together we are currently deployed on some of the most
high-profile cyber events manifesting globally, from:

CyXcel…Pioneering new
thinking on Cyber to help
you face the future with
confidence. Protect your
organisation. Talk to us.

Suspected state-sponsored ransoms
GDPR compliance
Multi-national data breaches
Fraud prevention
Targeted consultancy on cryptocurrency security
Digital asset governance

For further information on our cyber
services, please contact our Helpline
+44 (0)345 646 0229 or email us
cyxcel@weightmans.com.

Incident simulation.
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